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  There has been an evergrowing hunger and passion in the hearts of God's people - birthed by
the Holy Spirit - to more completely walk in the Spirit and access in a more specific way most
that the term indicates is yours. A how-to publication for activating every believer to their God-
given birthright never to only see into the spirit realm but to interact in a tangible way. "And the
priests could not perform their service because of the cloud, for the glory of the Lord filled his
temple" (1 Kings 8:11, NIV). You are encouraged to use Gazing into Glory as a road map as you
trip into the lifestyle and mind-set that God destined that you should enjoy. Resting on solid
biblical support and built on modern-day, real-life supernatural experiences, you, as well, will
discover the real essence of the glory of God.Going deeper into his glory! Gazing into Glory
reveals the Lord's intent intended for spiritual manifestations to be your normal Christian
encounter. By expounding upon the energy and great things about the glory of God, the
scriptural manifestations of God's glory are more than parables - they embrace you. The
knowledge belongs to all or any believers who choose to pursue the promises of God for
themselves. Strolling in the supernatural is not promised to only a select mystical couple of. It
belongs to you.
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An Exciting Publication About Supernatural Experiences In This Life Bruce D. while also
reminding us that He will always confirm HIS tone of voice through scriptures, our safe haven
against deception. He backs up his beliefs with Scripture and takes you on a journey into the
spiritual world where the unseen becomes true to you. He explains that our omnipotent God is
normally a supernatural Being who's above natural rules so it is easy for God to execute
miracles inside our lives and develop in us a far more Christ-like personality.Bruce D. Allen
statements he has seen angels, talked individually to Jesus and been caught up in to the third
heaven. It all sounds very interesting and he appears sincere. :-) Revealing, reassuring and
timely. I sure had not. You will pray in a different way and think in a different way after scanning
this book. Must read for those who are hungry for Even more of God! Allen promises he in
addition has healed himself on occasion. A prayer really can work for curing - I've proved it
myself..Because of Jesus being in me, as a child of His , washed in the Bloodstream he shed, I
have God's glory in me.. I understand a few Christians who not accept the experiences in this
book to be valid. It might be great to see angels and go to heaven for a check out without dying.
The likelihood of that happening to most Christians is most likely pretty low since it takes a lot
of faith to create it happen..THEREFORE I must express this book is a real page turner and I am
trying a few of the techniques like calling down God's glory on my life. That I think could work if
you are serious about God. This is a very exciting reserve and would curiosity many Christians
who would like to experience more of the supernatural points available in this lifestyle.~The
Rebecca Review Deep While some other books on this issue appear to be a simplistic and
generally experimental "How exactly to guide", this reserve is deeply rooted in Scriptures,
provides an enlightened understanding of them and discusses solid Christian principles like
patience, walking in humility and purity.be blessed, be increased in revelation knowledge of
what God has for this generation. Thankfully Bruce Allen isn't one of these. Beware or Christian
teachers who are so fixated on the supernatural realm, visions and angels that they forget about
God and never point out Jesus and the Cross.! .. God is recovery people worldwide, even from
cancer. reserve is a stirring reminder that people serve an incredible all effective unchanging
God whose eye are searching the .... Allen believes it really is every believer's birthright to
discover into the supernatural realm. It's a great book for somebody stuck in spiritual form
which may be reading the scriptures and realize my experience does not match my theology..
Explains a lot about the Holy Spirit and Christ. The Glory of Spirit within Us, Jesus Christ can be
His Name Recommend if you are learning about Christ and the . But my actual desire to seek
out Bruce Allen was from various other authors. This book had not been just enlightening but
interesting aswell. Bruce Allen takes you along with him through his adventures. As he clarifies
his journeys you are transported with him.. That is a must examine for everyone. A life changing
book This book has truly opened my eyes to a new revelation of God's glory in the planet earth...
One story in this book is about someone who had cancers and how he was healed.This book
will be a bit controversial and it will challenge your paradigm..I could release it and see death,
and destruction avoided.. This book is a stirring reminder that people serve an incredible all
powerful unchanging God whose eyes are searching the earth for men and women who are
willing to be utilized by HIM and are willing to let HIM decide how; Very easy to read and
encouraging. Please read this life-changing book..Browse the book. His challenge that all of us
could be, and should be suffering from these same points leaves one starving for even more of
God.. It will encourage you to seek God first and foremost not seek "an experience" just for the
sake of it... I certainly loved this book I unquestionably loved this book. Actually in the event that
the book can not work for you with regards to receiving the same experiences as the author had



it will still teach you ways to get nearer to God in fact it is till worth reading.! Outstanding! This
book contains many proofs through scripture that we as a Church are missing the mark. We
wander through tradition and our own ways, while turning our very own apart from God, along
with others. We have been given something special through the life span of Jesus. If you have
been wanting to know why there is absolutely no power; Amazing revelation!Is God really who
He says He's, or is He a liar? When you have been travelling and thinking why you are thirsty
when you leave the church weekly, you need to pick this book up! Many thanks Dr Bruce, for
displaying me that I haven't felt this way for such a long time, for no reason! It is time to convert
this up to a entire different level!in His glory! Very spiritual book. I was motivated and
encouraged to get a deeper romantic relationship with God. Surprisingly good There is
something remarkably challenging in the way the writer claims to have observed fantastic
things, coupled with a very down to earth, practical, scriptural basis for these experiences. I am
very thankful for this publication and I stayed up for at least 4 hours scanning this book from
front side to back when I thought I'd give it a good hour.throughout, in and through me
personally. Thank you Bruce Allen! I can guarantee you there are spiritual items in this book you
have under no circumstances go through before. may we be transformed into the image of
Christ to go out the fullness of His Calling in Jesus Name, Amen A must go through for every
believer who would like the fullness of Gods reasons for his or her lives in these end moments.
In our current season, it isn't enough to listen to the revelations of today's writers, we must wait
for their experiences to confirm God's manifest existence. Bruce Allen is without a doubt such a
writer. It is for this reason that I felt compelled to rate this reserve with a 5 celebrity ranking.
Brother Allen brings alive the mysteries promised to the sons of God. Will read again and again
Bruce Allen is a regular guy who has learned the keys for jogging with Jesus. Good book to keep
my eye focused on God!. Healings are also spoken of and Bruce D. and why you keep feeling
like there's surely got to be even more to this Christian existence than what you're presently
experiencing or seeing, then it's time to decide.! It helped me understand some scripture I have
already been questioning about.. Good book! His experiences are remarkably inspiring, and he
teaches the reader that people also can benefit from the adventure of living in Christ. Appreciate
love love this book. But I'd never put it past God because he can do anything.. It is my contention
a book is just as effective as the authentic connection with the writer.. Awesome I lived this
book I read great testimonials online.. He makes his shops so true and descriptive you are
feeling like you are there with him. I could read it several times rather than be sick and tired of
it.or my theology does not match God's scripture. Recommend for anyone who is studying Christ
and the Bible.
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